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COLORING-FLOW DUALITY OF EMBEDDED GRAPHS

MATT DEVOS, LUIS GODDYN1 , BOJAN MOHAR2 , DIRK VERTIGAN3 , AND XUDING
ZHU4
Abstra t. Let G be a dire ted graph embedded in a surfa e. A map  :
E (G) ! R is a tension if for every ir uit C  G, the sum of  on the forward
edges of C is equal to the sum of  on the ba kward edges of C . If this
ondition is satis ed for every ir uit of G whi h is a ontra tible urve in the
surfa e, then  is a lo al tension . If 1  j(e)j 
1 holds for every e 2
E (G), we say that  is a (lo al ) -tension . We de ne the ir ular hromati
number and the lo al ir ular hromati number of G by  (G) = inf f 2
R j G has an -tensiong and lo (G) = inf f 2 R j G has a lo al -tensiong,
respe tively. The invariant  is a re nement of the usual hromati number,
whereas lo is losely related to Tutte's ow index and Bou het's bi ow index
of the surfa e dual G .
From the de nitions we have lo (G)   (G). The main result of this

paper is a far rea hing generalization of Tutte's oloring- ow duality in planar
graphs. It is proved that for every surfa e X and every " > 0, there exists an
integer M so that  (G)  lo (G) + " holds for every graph embedded in X
with edge-width at least M , where the edge-width is the length of a shortest
non ontra tible ir uit in G.
In 1996, Youngs dis overed that every quadrangulation of the proje tive
plane has hromati number 2 or 4, but never 3. As an appli ation of the main
result we show that su h `bimodal' behavior an be observed in lo , and thus
in  for two generi lasses of embedded graphs: those that are triangulations
and those whose fa e boundaries all have even length. In parti ular, if G is
embedded in some surfa e with large edge-width and all its fa es have even
length  2r, then  (G) 2 [2; 2 + "℄ [ [ r2r1 ; 4℄. Similarly, if G is a triangulation
with large edge-width, then  (G) 2 [3; 3+ "℄ [ [4; 5℄. It is also shown that there
exist Eulerian triangulations of arbitrarily large edge-width on nonorientable
surfa es whose ir ular hromati number is equal to 5.

1. Introdu tion
Our dis ussion is on erned with tensions, lo al tensions, and ows on embedded
graphs. Although rigorous de nitions will be postponed until Se tion 3, some
informal des ription needs to be stated here. By default all graphs are nite dire ted
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graphs, where loops and multiple edges are allowed. A walk or ir uit in a graph G
is a walk or ir uit in the undire ted graph whi h underlies G. A surfa e X is a
losed ompa t onne ted 2-manifold. An X-embedded graph is a graph G whi h
is topologi ally embedded in X in su h a way that ea h onne ted omponent of
X G, or fa e , is homeomorphi to a dis . Where no onfusion arises, we use G to
refer both to an X-embedded graph, and to the underlying abstra t dire ted graph.
Let G be an embedded dire ted graph. A map  : E (G) ! R is a ow if at
every vertex the sum of the values on the in oming edges is equal to the sum on
the outgoing edges. We say that  is an - ow if 1  j(e)j 
1 holds for every
e 2 E (G). Informal de nitions of -tension and lo al -tension are given in the
abstra t. We de ne three invariants:
 (G) = inf f 2 R j G admits an -tensiong;
lo (G) = inf f 2 R j G admits a lo al -tensiong;
 (G) = inf f 2 R j G admits an - owg:
They are alled the ir ular hromati number , the lo al ir ular hromati number ,
and the ir ular ow index , respe tively. These invariants, and most results in this
paper, are independent of the graph orientation. For example, if we reverse the
orientation of e 2 E (G), then by repla ing (e) by (e) we preserve the property
that  is a (lo al) -tension or - ow.
The hromati number of a graph G is given by (G) = d (G)e, .f., e.g. [37℄.
Thus, we may view  as a re nement of the usual notion of hromati number. There are lose onne tions between  and other graph properties involving
orientations, homomorphisms and group valued tensions. As su h, there has been
onsiderable interest in the invariant  (G). We refer the reader to [37℄ for a survey.
All existing literature on lo (G) refers to this invariant indire tly, via the dual embedded graph G . In parti ular, if the surfa e is orientable, then lo (G ) =  (G)
and dlo (G )e is pre isely the ow index of Tutte [34℄. If the surfa e is nonorientable, then dlo (G )e is the bi ow index of Bou het [2℄. Thus lo both uni es
and re nes these two indi es for embedded graphs.
Our main result reveals a lose onne tion between  (G) and lo (G) for embedded graphs. Based on the above dis ussion we have
lo (G)   (G)  (G)
(1.1)
for every embedded graph G. The rst two invariants in (1.1) are equal for plane
graphs and proje tive plane graphs, by Corollary 3.3, but they an di er on other
surfa es. Our main result is that lo (G) and  (G) are very lose if an X-embedded
graph G has high edge-width. We re all that the edge-width of G, denoted by
edgewidth(G), is the length of a shortest ir uit in G whi h forms a non- ontra tible
urve in X. We de ne edgewidth(G) = 1 if X is simply onne ted.
Theorem 1.1 (Main Theorem). For every surfa e X and every " > 0, there exists
an integer M so that every loopless X-embedded graph G with edgewidth(G)  M
satis es

lo (G)   (G)  lo (G) + ":
Theorem 1.1 is proved in Se tion 4. It is a spe ial ase of Theorem 4.1 whi h is
on erned with group-valued tensions.
We apply this result to two families of embedded graphs for whi h lo exhibits
interesting behavior. An embedded graph G is even-fa ed if all its fa es have even
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length. A triangulation is an embedded graph whose fa es all have length three.
In Se tion 5, we show that even-fa ed embedded graphs and triangulations ome
in two types: odd and even type. In both ases, the type of G depends on the
`signature parity' of ertain losed walks in the dual G (although, in strikingly
di erent ways). We also show that this distin tion is re e ted in the value of
lo (G).
Theorem 1.2 (Bimodality of lo ). Let G be an embedded graph.
(a) If G is even-fa ed with maximum fa e length 2r, then either
2r
(odd type).
lo (G) = 2 (even type) or lo (G) 
r 1
(b) If G is a triangulation, then either
lo (G) = 3 (even type) or lo (G)  4 (odd type).
Applying Theorem 1.1 and some upper bounds from Theorem 2.2, we have the
following.
Corollary 1.3 (Bimodality of  ). For any surfa e X and any " > 0, there exists
an integer M su h that, for every X-embedded graph G with edgewidth(G)  M ,
(a) if G is even-fa ed with maximum fa e length 2r, then
 (G) 2 [2; 2 + "℄ [ [2r=(r 1); 4℄;
(b) if G is a loopless triangulation, then
 (G) 2 [3; 3 + "℄ [ [4; 5℄:
Moreover, we show ( f. Theorem 6.6) that ertain Eulerian triangulations of
large edge-width on nonorientable surfa es have ir ular hromati number equal
to 5. These results ompletely generalize and explain Youngs' observation [36℄ that
proje tive plane quadrangulations never have hromati number three. They also
strengthen results on the hromati number of quadrangulations [1, 26℄, even-fa ed
graphs [17, 23℄, and Eulerian triangulations [18℄.
Remark 1.4. A little more an be said in some spe ial ases:

(1) If X is the plane or proje tive plane, the invariant  (G) is relatively well behaved. For example, we may set " = 0 in Theorem 1.1 and in Corollary 1.3
( f. Corollary 3.3). If G is even-fa ed, then there is an exa t formula for
 (G) ( f. Example 6.8). In parti ular, every proje tive planar even-fa ed
graph G satis es  (G) = 2 + 2=k for some k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; 1g (where we
interpret 1=1 = 0 and 1=0 = 1).
(2) The upper bound `4' an be repla ed by `3' in part (a) of Corollary 1.3
provided all ir uits in G have length at least 6 ( f. Theorem 2.2(d)). More
generally, it might be true that we an repla e `4' with `2 + 2=(g 1)'
provided all ir uits have length at least 2g.
(3) The interval `[4; 5℄' in Corollary 1.3(b) an be repla ed by `f4g' if X is
orientable and G is Eulerian. This is implied by a result of Hut hinson et
al. [18℄ whi h states that all su h triangulations of suÆ iently large edgewidth satisfy (G)  4. If X is orientable but G has odd-degree verti es,
then one would be able to repla e `[4; 5℄' by `[4; 4+ "℄' provided a onje ture
of Grunbaum (Conje ture 2.1(b)) holds.
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In Se tion 6 we provide examples that show no further improvements of this type
are possible.
When the surfa e X is orientable, these results have onsequen es involving ows
in the surfa e dual. Let G be the unoriented X-embedded graph whi h is the
surfa e dual of G. Using a global orientation of X, we may dire t the edges of G
so that ea h edge e 2 E (G ) rosses left to right over the orresponding dual
edge e 2 E (G). It follows from de nitions that a fun tion  : E (G) ! R is a
lo al -tension of G if and only if  : e 7! (e) is an - ow in G . Thus,
duality ex hanges lo al tensions with ows on orientable surfa es, and we have the
relation  (G ) = lo (G). If X is the sphere, every lo al tension is also a tension,
so  (G) = lo (G) =  (G ). Indeed, this is an early observation of Tutte [12℄,
usually re ognized as ow- oloring duality, whi h provided motivation for our work.
The following orollary of Theorem 1.1 generalizes this to orientable surfa es.
Corollary 1.5 (Approximate Duality). Let X be an orientable surfa e and let
" > 0. There exists an integer M su h that every loopless X-embedded graph G with
edgewidth(G)  M satis es  (G )   (G)   (G ) + ".
When G and G are embedded in a surfa e whi h is not orientable, G annot be
onsistently oriented, and the duality between lo al tensions of G and ows of G
no longer holds. In this ase, lo al tension is the dual notion of a bi ow , see, e.g.,
[2, 5℄. Thus, any results about lo al tensions for G an be formulated as results
about ows (respe tively, bi ows) for the dual graph G in the orientable (respe tively, nonorientable) ase. In order to get a uni ed treatment of the orientable
and nonorientable surfa es, we will hen eforth on entrate on tensions and lo al
tensions.
2. Known Results and Conje tures
We brie y survey the state of knowledge regarding the invariants  , lo , and  .
The bimodal behaviors reported in Corollary 1.3 appear nowhere in the literature
ex ept for Youngs' observation [36℄ that a proje tive plane quadrangulation has
hromati number either 2 or 4. The apparent singularity of Youngs' example
is explained by an inspe tion of Corollary 1.3; in any other situation, either " is
positive, or 2 + 2=(r 1)  3, so bimodal behaviour is not dete table via the rude
invariant  = d e. The ir ular hromati number is needed in order to see that
Youngs' example is not an isolated uriosity.
Other than [36℄, the existing literature onsists primarily of proven and onje tured upper bounds on the integer values d (G)e, dlo (G)e and (G) = d (G)e
for various families of embedded and abstra t graphs G. Most of these bounds
are best possible due to examples given in Se tion 6. However, there is now the
question as to whether these upper bounds are also best possible for the re ned
parameters  , lo and  .
The girth of G, girth(G), is the minimum length of a ir uit in G. The ogirth
of G, ogirth(G), is the minimum ardinality of a nonempty edge ut in G. For
any graph G we have  (G) < 1 (resp.  (G) < 1) if and only if girth(G)  2
( ogirth(G)  2). In ontrast, it is possible that lo (G) is nite for an embedded
graph G with loops. For example, the unique graph G embedded on the Klein
bottle onsisting of one vertex and two onesided loops has lo (G) = 2. In general
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one expe ts stronger upper bounds on  (G) (and  (G)) when higher girth (and
ogirth) requirements are imposed upon a family of graphs. For embedded graphs,
one often forbids short non ontra tible ir uits; embedded graphs with high edgewidth are `lo ally planar' and thus exhibit bounded hromati properties. One
should keep in mind that X-embedded graphs G satisfy girth(G)  edgewidth(G),
but ogirth(G) is generaly unrelated to edgewidth(G ).
Most published results and onje tures regarding  (G) make no referen e to a
surfa e, but do refer to ogirth(G). For a positive integer d, we de ne

 (d) = supf (G) j G is a graph with ogirth(G)  dg:

Tutte [34℄ initiated the study of - ows when he onje tured  (2)  5 and
 (4)  3. Seymour [29℄ proved that  (2)  6, and Jaeger [19℄ proved that
 (4)  4. Jaeger [20℄ further onje tured that  (4k)  2 + k1 for any positive
integer k. Little progress has been made on these beautiful onje tures. Two
more onje tures involve embedded graphs. At a meeting in Donovaly in 1992,
Neil Robertson proposed that there exists an absolute onstant k su h that every X-embedded graph G with ogirth(G)  2 and edgewidth(G )  k satis es
 (G)  4. We must have k  4 here be ause of Example 6.1. Grunbaum [16℄ has
onje tured that k = 3 suÆ es here, provided that X is orientable.
If X is orientable, then all results and onje tures regarding ows may be restated
in terms of the lo al hromati number. For example, the above onje tures of Tutte
and Grunbaum attra tively spe ialize.
Let G be an X-embedded graph where X is orientable.
(a) If girth(G)  2, then lo (G)  5.
(b) If girth(G)  3, then lo (G)  4.
( ) If girth(G)  4, then lo (G)  3.

Conje ture 2.1.

When X is not orientable, these onje tured upper bounds on lo must be
weakened. Bou het [2℄ onje tures that every loopless X-embedded graph G satises lo (G)  6. DeVos [5℄ proved that su h graphs satisfy lo (G)  12. This is in
ontrast to the fa t there exists no general bound on  (G). DeVos [private ommuni ation℄ has proposed that Bou het's onje ture an be improved to lo (G)  5
provided edgewidth(G)  k for some absolute onstant k (possibly k = 4). Again,
Example 6.1 shows this is false when k = 3. It is possible that these onje tured
upper bounds an be further tightened by imposing an edge-width requirement
on G.
Ringel's map olor theorem [28℄ asserts that the best upper bound on  (G)
among loopless X-embedded graphs is of order (g1=2 ) where g denotes the genus
of X. Upper bounds on  (G) for loopless X-embedded graphs must depend on
the genus also when we onsider graphs of any given girth. However, the situation
hanges for `lo ally planar' graphs. We state together four relevant results.
For any surfa e X there exists an integer M su h that for any
X-embedded graph with edgewidth(G)  M we have all of the following.
(a) If girth(G)  2, then  (G)  5.
(b) If girth(G)  4, then  (G)  4.
( ) If girth(G)  5, then  (G)  3.
Theorem 2.2.
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Statements (a) and ( ) were proved by Thomassen [31, 32℄. Statement (b) was
proved by Fisk and Mohar [8℄. Weaker versions of statement ( ), requiring that
girth(G)  6, appear in [8, 17℄. However, the proof in [8℄ only requires that M =
O(log(genus(X))), whereas Thomassen's proofs require at least exponential edgewidth. Sin e there are graphs of arbitrarily large hromati number and girth [6℄,
and sin e embedded graphs G satisfy edgewidth(G)  girth(G), the bound M in
Theorem 2.2 must depend on the genus of X.
Examples 6.2 and 6.5 show that none of the bounds in Theorem 2.2 an be
improved even fra tionally for general surfa es X. In fa t these examples satisfy
lo (G) =  (G), so we an not improve Theorem 2.2 even with  (G) repla ed by
lo (G). However, if X is orientable, Theorem 1.1 o ers two possible improvements.
Grunbaum's Conje ture 2.1(b) would imply that all loopless graphs embedded on a
xed orientable surfa e with suÆ iently high edge-width satisfy  (G)  4+ ". Su h
a result would be best possible be ause of the Fisk triangulations (Example 6.7).
The truth of Conje ture 2.1( ) would further improve this bound to  (G)  3 + "
provided, additionally, that G is triangle-free.
3. Ba kground and Definitions
Again, all graphs onsidered in this paper are nite and dire ted with possible
multiple edges and loops. Loops are understood to be dire ted, with an outgoing
and an in oming end in ident with the same vertex. A walk in G refers to a walk
in the undire ted graph whi h underlies G. A ir uit of G is a nontrivial simple
losed walk in G. As usual, the origin and dire tion of a ir uit are often irrelevant.
We assume basi knowledge about (2- ell) embeddings of graphs in surfa es,
f. [24℄. However, we shall use a slightly less standard treatment of embedded
graphs where ea h edge and ea h fa e is oriented. An embedded graph G is a triple
(V (G); E (G); F (G)) where (V (G); E (G)) is a onne ted dire ted graph and F (G)
is a nite set of fa es . Asso iated with every fa e R 2 F (G) is a boundary walk
of R, whi h is a list v0 ; e1 ; v1 ; : : : ; ek ; vk of verti es and edges su h that v0 = vk and
su h that vi 1 and vi are the endpoints of the edge ei for every 1  i  k. We say
that the fa e R has length k, and that R is in ident with ea h vertex and edge in
its boundary walk. The boundary of R is just the boundary walk of R, but without
spe i referen e to the dire tion or origin of the walk.
There are two onditions that the set of fa e boundaries should satisfy. First,
every edge o urs pre isely twi e overall among the boundaries of all of the fa es,
either on e in two distin t boundaries, or twi e in one. Two edges e and f are
onse utive at v if either e; v; f or f; v; e is a onse utive subsequen e of some
boundary walk. The se ond requirement is that for ea h vertex v, the edges in ident
with v an be enumerated e1 ; e2 ; : : : ; ed in su h a way that ei and ei+1 (index
modulo d) are onse utive at v for i = 1; : : : ; d. This y li order is alled the lo al
rotation at v .
For every embedded graph G, we onstru t a topologi al spa e denoted by jGj as
follows. If R is a fa e with boundary walk v0 ; e1; v1 ; : : : ; ek ; vk , then R is asso iated
with a regular k-gon (R)  R2 . The verti es and edges of (R) orrespond to
those in the boundary of R. We all the ith edge of (R) a opy of ei 2 E (G). We
obtain jGj from the disjoint union of these polygons by identifying both opies of
every edge e 2 E (G) a ording to their orientations. Be ause of the lo al rotation
ondition, the topologi al spa e jGj is a ompa t onne ted 2-manifold without
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boundary, whi h is hereafter alled a surfa e . Ea h vertex of G is asso iated with
a point in jGj, and ea h edge of G is asso iated with an ar in jGj. By deleting
from jGj the interior of (R) for some R 2 F (G), one obtains an embedding of G
on a losed bordered surfa e whi h we denote jGj R. For any surfa e X, we say
that G is X-embedded if jGj is homeomorphi to X.
For every vertex v 2 V (G) and edge e 2 E (G), we de ne:
8
< 0 if v and e are not in ident
hv; ei = : 1 if v is the tail of e
1 if v is the head of e.
If W = v0 ; e1 ; v1 ; : : : ; ek ; vk is a walk of G, then we de ne
X
he; W i =
hvi ; ei i:
f1ikje=ei g
We say that e is a forward edge of W if he; W i > 0, and that e is a ba kward edge
of W if he; W i < 0. If W is the boundary walk of a fa e R, then a forward edge of
R is a forward edge of W , and we write he; Ri instead of he; W i. In this ase we
have he; Ri 2 f 2; 1; 0; 1; 2g, where he; Ri 2 f 2; 0; 2g if e appears twi e in the
boundary of R. Next, we de ne the fun tion  : E (G) ! Z by the following rule:
1 X
 (e) =
he; Ri:
2 R2F (G)

Note that  (e) 2 f 1; 0; 1g for every e 2 E (G). Further,  (e) = 1 if e is a forward
edge of two (not ne essarily distin t) fa es,  (e) = 1 if e is a ba kward edge of
two fa es, and  (e) = 0 if e is forward in one fa e and ba kward in another. Based
on this, we de ne the sign of G to be the map  : E (G) ! Z given by the rule
(e) = ( 1) (e):
The notion of the sign is equivalent to what is known as the signature of the dual
graph ( f., e.g., [24℄). Figure 1 may help the reader with these de nitions.
R1
e
R2

 (e) =

1

Figure 1.

 (e) = 0

 (e) = 1

 (e) = 1

 (e) =

1

E e t of edge and fa e orientations on  and .

For any embedded graph G, we may obtain a new embedded graph by reversing
an edge e 2 E (G). This has the e e t of hanging the signs of hv; ei, he; Ri and  (e)
(for R 2 F (G) and v 2 V (G)), but has no e e t on (e) and jGj. An edgereorientation of G is any graph obtained from G by reversing a subset of E (G).
Similarly, we may obtain a new embedded graph by reversing the boundary of a
fa e R. This involves repla ing the boundary walk of R by its reverse. Reversing
the boundary of R hanges he; Ri to he; Ri for every e 2 E (G) and hanges (e) to
(e) for every edge e with he; Ri = 1. This hange has no e e t on jGj. An fa ereorientation of G is any graph obtained from G by reversing a subset of F (G). We
say that jGj is orientable if the fun tion  may be hanged into the onstant 1 map
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by some fa e-reorientation of G. Although edge and fa e orientations are essential
for our de nitions, all of our results will be independent of these orientations.
The surfa e lassi ation theorem states that every surfa e is homeomorphi to
exa tly one of Si or N j , where i  0 and j  1. The value of i or j (the genus )
indi ates the number of handles (Si) or ross aps (N j ) that must be added to a
sphere to obtain the surfa e. We have that jGj is orientable if and only if G is
Si-embedded for some i  0. We write X = X0 to indi ate that X and X0 are
homeomorphi surfa es.
If G is an embedded graph, we de ne its surfa e dual graph G whi h is an
unoriented graph embedded in the same surfa e. The verti es of G are the fa es
of G. For every e 2 E (G) there orresponds an (unoriented) edge e 2 E (G )
onne ting the two (possibly identi al) fa es R; R0 2 V (G ) whose boundaries ontain e. The edge e is drawn in the natural way on the surfa e. Fa e boundary
walks in G orrespond to lo al rotations at verti es of G, and vi e versa. A sequen e ! = R0 e1R1 e2 : : : Rk 1 ek Rk of fa es and edges of G is alled a dual walk
of G provided that R0 e1 R1 e2 : : : Rk 1 ek Rk is a walk in G . We say that ! is
losed if Rk = R0 , and is simple if Ri 6= Rj for 0  i < j < k . A losed dual
Q
walk ! is onesided if ki=1 (ei ) = 1. Otherwise, ! is twosided . A twosided simple losed dual walk ! in G orresponds to the topologi al ylinder [R2F (!) (R)
in jGj, whereas onesided simple losed dual walks orrespond to Mobius bands. Let
us observe that jGj is orientable if and only if every simple losed dual walk of G
is twosided, f. [24℄.
Let G be a dire ted graph or an embedded graph, and let be an additive abelian
group. A 0- hain (with respe t to ) is a map from V (G) to , a 1- hain (with
respe t to ) is a map from E (G) to , and a 2- hain (with respe t to ) is a map
from F (G) to . For i = 0; 1; 2, the i- hains form a group under omponentwise
addition, whi h we denote by Ci (G; ).
If 2 C0 (G; ), then we deP ne the oboundary of to be the map Æ 2 C1 (G; )
given by the rule Æ (e) = v2V (G) hv; ei (v). If 2 C1 (G; ), then we de ne
the
to be the map Æ 2 C2 (G; ) given by the rule Æ (R) =
P oboundary of
h
e;
R
i
(
e
).
If
2 C1 (G; ), then we P
de ne the boundary of to be the
e2E (G)
map  2 C0 (G; ) given by the rule  (v) = e2E(G) hv; ei (e). If 2 C2 (G; ),
then we P
de ne the boundary of to be the map  2 C1 (G; ) given by the rule
 (e) = R2F (G) he; Ri (R).
If 1 is a 1- hain and 1 = Æ 0 for some 0- hain 0 , then we all 1 a tension or
a -tension . If  1 = 0 then we all 1 a ow or a - ow . If G is an embedded
graph and Æ 1 = 0, then we all 1 a lo al tension or a lo al -tension . If 1 =  2
for some 2 2 C2 (G; ) then we all 1 a fa ial ow or a fa ial - ow .
Of parti ular interest is the additive group of the reals R, be ause real valued
tensions, lo al tensions and ows are used to de ne the invariants  , lo and  .
We denote the set of tensions, lo al tensions, ows, and fa ial- ows by T (G; ),
L(G; ), F (G; ), and K(G; ), respe tively. Note that all four of these sets are
subgroups of C1 (G; ). Further, ÆÆ = 0 for every 0- hain and  = 0 for every
2- hain , so T (G; ) is a subgroup of L(G; ) and K(G; ) is a subgroup of F (G; ).
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Let  2 C1 (G; ), let d 2 C1 (G; Z), and let g 2 . We de ne gd 2 C1 (G; ) and
d   2 by the following rules:
(gd)(e) = d(e)g ;

d =

X

e2E (G)

d(e)(e):

The following arises from the de nitions.
Proposition 3.1.

(a) T (G; ) = f 2 C1 (G; ) j d   = 0 for every d 2 F (G; Z)g.
(b) L(G; ) = f 2 C1 (G; ) j d   = 0 for every d 2 K(G; Z)g.
For any embedded graph G, the fun tion  2 C1 (G; Z) plays an important role.
By its de nition, 2 is an integer sum of fa ial ows of the form e 7! he; Ri. In
parti ular,  is an integer valued member of F (G; R). Sin e the spa e of integer
ows F (G; Z) is a regular hain group ( f. Tutte [35℄), it follows that
 2 F (G; Z) and 2 2 K(G; Z):
(3.1)
We de ne the homology group H1 (G; ) to be F (G; )=K(G; ) and we de ne
the ohomology group H 1 (G; ) to be L(G; )=T (G; ). These groups depend only
on jGj and not on the parti ular stru ture of the graph (see, e.g. [9, 15℄), so for
a surfa e X one an de ne H1 (X; ) (H 1 (X; )) to be the homology ( ohomology)
group of some (and hen e any) X-embedded graph. The group H 1 (G; ) may
be viewed as a measure of the di eren e between the spa es of lo al tensions and
tensions of G. The point of this paper is to show that under the right ir umstan es,
it is possible to hange a lo al tension of an embedded graph to a tension by `small
adjustments' on ea h edge. As su h, the ohomology group H 1 (G; ) plays a key
role.
For any abelian group , we let Inv( ) denote the subgroup of onsisting of
the elements of order at most 2. Then the ohomology groups of the surfa es are
( f., e.g., [15℄):
H 1 (Si; ) 
and
H 1 (N j ; ) 
= 2i
= j 1  Inv( ):
In parti ular, any graph G embedded in N 1 satis es L(G; )=T (G; ) 
= Inv( ).
Thus we have the following.
Proposition 3.2. Let G be an N 1 -embedded graph, and let
be an abelian group.
Then every lo al -tension on G is a -tension on G if and only if Inv( ) = f0g.
Observing that Inv(R) = f0g, we have the following.
Corollary 3.3. For any graph G embedded on the sphere or proje tive plane we
have lo (G) =  (G).
It is worth mentioning that on all other surfa es there exist graphs with arbitrarily large edge-width satisfying lo (G) <  (G).
We will use Proposition 3.1 to dete t if a lo al tension is a tension, so the
homology group H1 (X; Z) also plays a role in our argument. It is well-known [9, 15℄
that
H1 (Si; Z) 
and
H1 (N j ; Z) 
= Z2i
= Zj 1  Z=2Z:
In parti ular, Inv(H1 (X; Z)) is trivial if and only if X is orientable. For any Xembedded graph G and any ow 2 F (G; Z), let h i denote the oset +K(G; Z) 2
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H1 (G; Z). This oset is alled the homology lass of . Thus h0i is the set of fa ial
Z- ows in G. We have from (3.1) that h i 2 Inv(H1 (G; Z)). Thus  2 K(G; Z) if X
is orientable. Conversely, if  2 K(G; Z), then one an transform  to be identi ally
zero by reversing some fa es of G, so X is orientable. Thus we have

0ig
if jGj is orientable
Inv(H1 (G; Z)) = fh
(3.2)
fh0i; h ig if jGj is not orientable.
For ertain groups , it is not true that every lo al -tension an be modi ed
to a -tension by means of `small adjustments'. In Se tion 5 we o er an example
illustrating this. In Theorem 4.1 we show that su h an adjustment is possible
provided the lo al tension satis es an additional property. A lo al -tension  is
strong if it satis es
   = 0:
Let L+ (G; ) denote the set of strong lo al -tensions of G. In view of Proposition 3.1(b) we see that L+ (G; ) is the subgroup of L(G; ) de ned by
L+ (G; ) = f 2 C1 (G; ) j d   = 0 for every d 2 f g [ K(G; Z)g:
(3.3)
Of ourse one may substitute for ` ' in (3.3) any other element of the homology
lass h i. Consequently, the de nition of `strong' does not depend on a parti ular
fa e orientation of G. If  is a lo al -tension of G, then from (3.1) we have
2(  ) = (2 )   = 0. Thus    2 Inv( ). Using this, the following is easily
proved.
Proposition 3.4. If jGj is orientable or Inv( ) = f0g, then L+ (G; ) = L(G; ).
In parti ular, every lo al R-tension is a strong lo al R-tension.
The group ontainment relations are
T (G; )  L+ (G; )  L(G; )
with subgroup index [L(G; ) : L+ (G; )℄  2. Like the ohomology group, the
quotient group H + (G; ) = L+ (G; )=T (G; ) depends only on the surfa e jGj. So,
for a surfa e X, we de ne H + (X; ) to be H + (G; ) for any X-embedded graph G.
In omparison with the ohomology groups, we have
H + (Si; ) 
and
H + (N j ; ) 
= 2i
= j 1:
Let G be an embedded graph. For any walk W in G we de ne the walk indi ator
map IW 2 C1 (G; Z) by the rule
IW (e) = he; W i:
If W is a losed walk, then IW 2 F (G; Z). If, additionally, W is a ontra tible urve
on jGj, then IW 2 K(G; Z) is a fa ial ow. If IW 2= K(G; Z), but 2IW 2 K(G; Z),
then we say that W is a semifa ial walk . By (3.1) and (3.2) of Se tion 3, W is
semifa ial if and only if jGj is not orientable and hIW i = h i. If W is semifa ial,
then so is its reverse, so we may speak of a semifa ial walk without referen e to its
orientation. A ir uit C is semifa ial if and only there is some fa e-reorientation
of G so that  (e) is nonzero (or (e) is negative) exa tly on the edges e of C .
Deleting from jGj the losed ar s orresponding to the edges of a semifa ial ir uit
results in an orientable (bordered) surfa e.
Let  2 C1 (G; ). A losed walk W is onservative for  if IW   = 0. Let Y be
a set of losed walks in G. We say that Y generates H1 (G; Z) if fhIW i j W 2 Y g
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generates H1 (G; Z). The following allows one to test whether a lo al -tension is
strong, and whether it is a tension.
Proposition 3.5. Let  2 L(G; ).
(i) If W is a semifa ial walk in G, then  2 L+ (G; ) if and only if W is
onservative for .
(ii) If Y is a set of losed walks that generates H1 (G; Z), then  2 T (G; ) if
and only if every member of Y is onservative for .
Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from equation (3.2) and the omment after (3.3)
in Se tion 3. Part (ii) follows from Proposition 3.1(a).

We de ne now a lass of `elementary' strong lo al tensions, whi h will be used
to prove the main theorem. Let ! = R0 ; e1; R1 ; : : : ; ek ; R0 be a simple losed
dual walk in an embedded graph G. Suppose ! is twosided, and thus orresponds
to a ylinder in jGj. Then ! orresponds to a ir uit ! in G . Using a xed
orientation of the ylinder (whi h is an orientable bordered surfa e), we orient the
edges of ! onsistently with ! a ording to the left-to-right rule. We de ne a map
! 2 C1 (G; Z) a ording to the rule

I! (e ) if e 2 E (!)
! (e) = 0
otherwise,
where I! is the f0; 1g-valued indi ator fun tion of !. By de nition we have, for
any fa e R 2 F (G), that IR  ! = 0: Therefore ! 2 L(G; Z) by Proposition 3.1(b).
It is possible to reorient the fa es of ! so that  (e) = 0 for every e 2 E (!). For this
fa e-reorientation we have   ! = 0. In view of (4), we have shown the following.
Proposition 3.6. If ! is a simple losed twosided dual walk in an embedded
graph G, then g ! 2 L+ (G; ) for every g 2 .
4. From strong lo al tensions to tensions
The goals of this se tion are to prove the following general result, and then to
prove its main appli ation, Theorem 1.1.
Let be
an additive abelian group. If Q  , and k is a positive integer, then we
P
let kQ = ki=1 Q. We say that Q is a k-part of if 0 2 Q, Q = Q, and kQ = .
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a surfa e and let k be a positive integer. Then there exists
an integer M su h that for every X-embedded graph G with edgewidth(G)  M ,
every abelian group , every k -part Q of , and every  2 L+ (G; ), there is a
0 2 T (G; ) with (e) 0 (e) 2 2Q for every e 2 E (G).
We shall require the notion of a surfa e minor. Let G be an embedded graph,
let e 2 E (G) have ends u; v, and let R1 ; R2 be the fa es in ident with e. If e
is not a loop, then we let G=e denote the embedded graph obtained from G by
identifying u and v to a single new vertex, say w, removing e from E (G), and
repla ing o urren es of v; e; u or u; e; v in the boundary walks of R1 and R2 by w.
We say that G=e is obtained from G by ontra ting the edge e. If e o urs in the
boundary of distin t fa es R1 and R2 , and (e) = 1, then we let G n e denote the
embedded graph obtained from G by removing e from E (G), and identifying R1 and
R2 in a natural way to a single new fa e whose boundary orientation is inherited
from R1 and R2 . We say that G n e is obtained from G by deleting the edge e.
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Any embedded graph H obtained from G by a sequen e of swit hing orientations
of edges and fa es, deleting and ontra ting edges is alled a surfa e minor of G.
A surfa e minor of G whi h an be obtained by only deleting edges and swit hing
orientations of edges and fa es is alled a surfa e subgraph of G. When making a
surfa e subgraph, we allow one other spe ial operation: one may ontra t an edge
provided that one of its ends is a vertex of degree one.
The reader may observe that our de nition of a surfa e minor seems more restri tive than the usual one. For example, if e is an edge in ident with two distin t
fa es, then we annot delete e if (e) = 1. This type of restri tion is inessential
as we may simply swit h the orientation of a fa e in ident with e rst and then
delete e. The se ond di eren e is that we are neither permitted to delete an edge
whi h is in ident with only one fa e, nor dually, to ontra t a loop. However, these
are standard assumptions to avoid degenera ies.
We de ne the fa e-width of G, written fa ewidth(G), to be the smallest integer k
so that every non- ontra tible urve in jGj interse ts the graph in at least k points.
It is easy to see that fa ewidth(G)  edgewidth(G). We shall rst prove that
Theorem 4.1 holds for graphs of high fa e-width. Later, we des ribe a redu tion
that extends the result to graphs of high edge-width.
Theorem 4.2 (Robertson and Seymour [27℄). For every X-embedded graph H ,
there exists an integer M su h that every X-embedded graph G with fa ewidth(G) 
M ontains a surfa e minor isomorphi to H .

If G; H are embedded graphs and H an be obtained from G by a sequen e of
ontra ting edges in ident with verti es of degree 2, then G is a subdivision of H .
For h = 1; 2; : : : , let Th be the Sh-embedded graph whi h is represented in
Figure 2(a) for the ase h = 3. The surfa e is obtained by taking the regular
4h-gon ( alled the fundamental polygon ) with sides a1 ; b1 ; a1 ; b1 ; : : : ; ah; bh ; ah ; bh
and identifying ea h ai with ai and bi with bi , i = 1; : : : ; h, using the orientations
shown in Figure 2. Similarly, we let Uh be the N h -embedded graph as shown in
Figure 2(b) for the ase h = 6. For an even value h = 2g + 2, the fundamental
polygon has sides a1 ; b1 ; a1 ; b1 ; : : : ; ag ; bg ; ag ; bg ; ; d; ; d , while for h = 2g +1, the
sides labeled d and d are missing: a1 ; : : : ; bg ; ; . Figure 2 also shows a olle tion
of ir uits in Th , denoted by A1 ; B1 ; : : : ; Ah ; Bh , and a olle tion of ir uits in Uh,
denoted by A1 ; B1 ; : : : ; Ag ; Bg and C (and D for U2g+2 ). Sin e the graphs Th
and Uh have maximum degree three, any graph whi h has a Th or Uh as a surfa e
minor has a surfa e subgraph whi h is a subdivision of Th or Uh , respe tively.
If Q is a ir uit of G=e, then exa tly one of E (Q) or E (Q) [ feg is the edge set
of a ir uit Q0 in G. We say that this ir uit Q0 orresponds to Q. More generally,
if H is a surfa e minor of G and Q  H is a ir uit, then there is a unique ir uit
Q0  G whi h orresponds to Q. If Y is a olle tion of ir uits of H , then we say
that Y 0 = fQ0  G j Q0 orresponds to some Q 2 Y g orresponds to Y . We shall
regard all these ir uits to be simple losed walks so that the terms `semifa ial',
` onservative' and `generates' de ned in Se tion 3 apply.
Let G be a graph embedded in the surfa e Sh (h  1) or N r , where
Suppose that G has a surfa e subgraph whi h
is a subdivision of Th or Ur , respe tively. Let A01 ; B10 ; : : : ; A0h ; Bh0 (and C 0 and D0
if appli able) be the ir uits of G whi h orrespond to A1 ; B1 ; : : : ; Ah ; Bh (and C
and D if appli able). Then we have:

Lemma 4.3.

r

2 f2h + 1; 2h + 2g and h  0.
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Embedded graphs T3 and U6

(i) A01 ; B10 ; : : : ; A0h ; Bh0 (and C 0 and D0 if appli able) generate H1 (G; Z).
(ii) If jGj = N 2h+1 , then C 0 is semifa ial; if jGj = N 2h+2 , then D0 is semifa ial.
Proof. Part (i) follows by onstru tion. Indeed these ir uits minimally generate

the free homotopy group 1 (jGj). For part (ii), suppose X = N 2h+2 . We observe
from Figure 2(b) that we may reorient the fa es of G so that an edge e 2 E (G) has
 (e) = 1 if and only if e 2 E (D0 ), so ID0 belongs to the homology lass h i. In
ase X = N 2h+1 , the argument is similar, but with D0 repla ed by C 0 .

Next we de ne two families of embedded graphs, Thk and Uhk (h  1, k  1)
as follows. We start with the embedded graph Th or Uh . Let g = h for Th and
g = b(h 1)=2 for Uh. Then we add, for i = 1; : : : ; g, two families of k + 1 pairwise
disjoint ir uits of length k + 3 ea h (as shown in Figure 3) su h that ea h ir uit
from the rst family and ea h ir uit from the se ond family interse t on e. In the
ase of Uh , where h = 2g + 2 is even, we add one additional family of k + 1 disjoint
ir uits, ea h of length 2. See Figure 3.
Let k  1 be an integer. Let G be a graph embedded in the surfa e
 1, or in X = N r , where r 2 f2h + 1; 2h + 2g and h  0. Suppose that G ontains Thk (or Urk , respe tively) as a surfa e minor. Let A01 ; B10 ; : : : ;
A0h ; Bh0 (and C 0 if X = N 2h+1 , and C 0 ; D0 if X = N 2h+2 ) be the ir uits of G
whi h orrespond to A1 ; B1 ; : : : ; Ah ; Bh (and C and D if appli able). Let P =
Sh
0
0
0
0
0
0
i=1 (E (Ai ) [ E (Bi )) [ E (C ) [ E (D ) (where E (C ) and E (D ) are added only
when appli able). Then there exist in G simple losed dual walks ji ; ij (and j if
X = N 2h+2 ) for 1  i  h and 1  j  k with the following properties:
(i) Every fa e of G o urs in at most two of the dual walks ji ; ij ; j .
(ii) The dual walks ji ; ij ; j are all twosided.
(iii) ji ontains exa tly one edge of A0i and no edges in P n E (A0i ).
(iv) ij ontains exa tly one edge of Bi0 and no edges in P n E (Bi0 ).
Lemma 4.4.

X = Sh with h
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Embedded graph U63 and some dual walks

(v) If X = N 2h+2 , then j ontains exa tly one edge of C 0 and no edges in
P n E (C 0 ).
Proof. We pro eed by indu tion on jE (G)j. The base ase is when G = Thk or
G = Urk , and here the walks are as indi ated in Figure 3. For the indu tive step,
ontra t or delete an edge e of G so that the resulting minor G0 still has Thk or Urk
as a surfa e minor. By the indu tion hypothesis, G0 has dual walks with the stated
properties. If an edge was ontra ted, then the dual walks of G0 are dual walks
of G with the required properties. If an edge was deleted to form a fa e R, then
we adjust ea h dual walk ontaining R in the obvious manner. It is easy to verify
that the resulting dual walks still satisfy (i){(v).

We are ready to prove the following lemma, whi h is identi al to Theorem 4.1
ex ept that edge-width is repla ed here by fa e-width.
Lemma 4.5. Let X be a surfa e and let k be a positive integer. Then there exists
an integer M , so that for every X-embedded graph G with fa ewidth(G)  M ,
every abelian group , every k -part Q of , and every  2 L+ (G; ), there is a
0 2 T (G; ) with (e) 0 (e) 2 2Q for every e 2 E (G).
Proof. We apply Theorem 4.2 to nd an integer M so that every X-embedded graph
with fa e-width  M ontains Thk as a minor if X = Sh, and so that it ontains Urk as
a minor if X = N r , where r = 2h + 1 or r = 2h + 2. Let G be an X-embedded graph
with fa ewidth(G)  M , and let  2 L+ (G; ). Let A01 ; B10 ; : : : ; A0h ; Bh0 , (and C 0
if X = N 2h+1 , and C 0 ; D0 if X = N 2h+2 ) be the ir uits of G whi h orrespond to
A1 ; B1 ; : : : ; Ah ; Bh (and C and D if appli able) of Thk or Urk . Choose dual walks
j , j , (and j if X = N
j j j
2h+2 ) in a ordan e with Lemma 4.4. Let xi ; yi ; z be
i i
variables in , for 1  i  h and 1  j  k. Consider the fun tion
X
X
X
0 =  + xji ji + yij ij + zj j ;
i;j

i;j

j

disregarding inappli able terms. It follows from Proposition 3.6 that 0 2 L+ (G; ).
Furthermore, by properties (ii){(v) of Lemma 4.4 and the assumption that Q is a
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k-part, we may hoose xji , yij , (and z j if X = N 2h+2 ) in Q so that A01 ; B10 ; : : : ; A0h ; Bh0
(and C 0 if X = N 2h+2 ) are all onservative for 0 . By Lemma 4.3(ii) the ir uit C 0
(if X = N 2h+1 ), or D0 (if X = N 2h+1 ) is semifa ial. Sin e 0 2 L+ (G; ), we have
by Proposition 3.5(i) that C 0 and D0 are onservative for 0 in these two ases.
Applying Lemma 4.3(i) and Proposition 3.5(ii) we have that 0 is a tension as
laimed. Finally, it follows from Lemma 4.4(i) (and the fa t that the dual walks
are simple) that 0 (e) (e) 2 2Q for every e 2 E (G).

The value of M in the above proof is provided by Theorem 4.2. Although the
paper [27℄ does not provide expli it bounds on M , reasonably small bounds an be
obtained using results of [3℄ and [14℄, see [22℄ for more details.
Let R be a fa e of the embedded graph G whose boundary walk C0 has length
k  4. Next we de ne a graph H embedded in jGj su h that H ontains G as an
embedded subgraph and su h that the only fa e of G whi h is not a fa e of H is
R. We start by drawing k nested ir uits C1 ; C2 ; : : : ; Ck , ea h of length k, inside
the fa e R. For 1  i  k, we add a perfe t mat hing between the verti es of Ci 1
and Ci . The onstru tion is illustrated in Figure 4. For 1  i  k, we orient ea h
new mat hing edge from Ci 1 to Ci , and we orient ea h edge of Ci to oin ide with
the orresponding edge on C0 .
We say that this new embedded graph is obtained from G by adding a himney
to R. Let us observe that C0 may not be a ir uit, but all new fa es are bounded
by ir uits of length either 4 or k. The following proposition is easy to verify.

C0

C5

C0

Figure 4.

Adding a himney in a fa e of length 5

Let G0 be obtained from an embedded graph G by adding a himney to every fa e of length at least 4. Then the fa e-width of G0 is equal to the
edge-width of G.
Proposition 4.6.

Let X; k; G; ; Q, and  2 L+ (G; ) be as stated in the
theorem, and let M be the onstant of Lemma 4.5. We form the embedded graph G0
by adding a himney to every fa e of G of length  4. Proposition 4.6 shows that
Lemma 4.5 an be applied to G0 . De ne 2 C1 (G0 ; ) so that (e) = (e) for
e 2 E (G), and for every himney, ea h edge of C1 ; : : : ; Ck has the same value as the
orresponding edge on C0 , while edges joining Ci 1 and Ci all have the value 0 2 .
Then it is easy to see that 2 L+ (G0 ; ). Therefore, we may hoose 0 2 T (G0 ; )
so that 0 (e)
(e) 2 2Q for every e 2 E (G0 ). It now follows that 0 = 0 jE(G) is
a tension of G with the required properties.
2

Proof of Theorem 4.1:
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Before proving Theorem 1.1, we must express  (G) in terms of a group whi h
is suited to the appli ation of Theorem 4.1. We onsider the ir le group O = R=Z.
We identify O with the half open interval [0; 1) in the usual way. For x 2 O , we
let kxk = minfx; 1 xg. The term ` ir ular hromati number' is etymologi ally
based on the following formula whi h appears, for example, in [37℄.
Proposition 4.7.

For any graph G we have

1
= max min k(e)k:
 (G) 2T (G;O) e2E(G)




Let k = 5+ 25" , and apply Theorem 4.1 to obtain a positive integer M0 based on the surfa e X and the integer k. Let M = max(M0 ; M1 )
where M1 is the integer supplied by Theorem 2.2(a). Let G be a loopless graph
embedded in X with edge-width at least M . De ne = lo (G). By the hoi e
of M1 , we have   (G)  5.
Let 2 C1 (G; R) be a lo al -tension of G. De ne  2 C1 (G; O ) by the rule
(e) = (e)= , so that (e) 2 1 ; 1 , for e 2 E (G). Sin e Inv(R) = f0g,
Proposition 3.4(b) implies that is a strong
lo al R-tension. Consequently  is

a strong lo al O -tension. The interval 21k ; 21k is a k-part
of O, so by hoi e

of M0 , there exists an O -tension 0 su h that (e) 0 (e) 2 k1 ; k1 . Thus 0 (e) 2
1


1
1
+ k1 . By Proposition 4.7 we have  (G)  1 k1 1 . Therefore
k;
Proof of Theorem 1.1:

 (G) lo (G) 
as laimed.

k

k

=

2

k

 k 25 5  "

2

5. Two families of embedded graphs
In this se tion we study two families of embedded graphs G for whi h lo (G)
exhibits `bimodal' behaviour: even-fa ed graphs, and triangulations. We hara terize the bipartition of ea h family into odd and even types, and give a proof of
Theorem 1.2. When G has large edge-width, we may apply our main theorem to
obtain the bimodal behaviour of  (G) des ribed in Corollary 1.3.
In both appli ations, we need a way to dedu e lower bounds on lo (G). We
use a method based on edge-reorientations. For any losed walk W in a dire ted
graph H , we de ne the imbalan e of W in H to be
 +

w (W ) w (W )
imbalH (W ) = 1 + max
;
w (W ) w+ (W )
where
X
w + (W ) =
fhe; W i j he; W i > 0g;

w (W ) =

X

fhe; W i j he; W i < 0g:

We allow the value imbalH (W ) = 1 if one of w+ (W ), w (W ) equals zero. Suppose W has s forward edges and t ba kward edges, where W has length s + t.
Then
s+t
imbalH (W ) 
(5.1)
min(s; t)
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with equality holding if and only if no edge in H is traversed at least on e in ea h
dire tion. It was rst observed by Minty [21℄ that (G) an be expressed in terms
of ir uit imbalan e. The following analogous result for  (G) appears in [12℄.
Theorem 5.1. For any graph G we have
 (G) = min max imbalH (W );
(5.2)
H

W

where H ranges over all edge-reorientations of G, and W ranges over the ir uits
in H .

An analogous `Minty-like' result exists for lo (G). It is obtained by restri ting
the set over whi h W ranges in equation (5.2). Sin e we only require lower bounds
on lo in this paper, we state and prove only the `easy dire tion' of this analogue.
A losed walk W in an embedded graph G is homologi ally trivial if IW 2 K(G; Z).
Proposition 5.2. Let G be an embedded graph and let
2 R. If for every edgereorientation H of G there exists a homologi ally trivial losed walk W su h that
imbalH (W )  , then lo (G)  .
Proof. By the de nition of lo (G), there exists an edge-reorientation H of G, and
 2 L(H; R) su h that 1  (e)  lo (G) 1 for e 2 E (G). Choose W in H as in
the statement. By Proposition 3.1(a) we have
X

e2W

he; W i(e) = 0:

By separating out those terms in the summation for whi h he; W i < 0, and using
1  (e)  lo (G) 1, it follows easily that
imbalH (W )  1 + max f(e)g  lo (G):
e2E (W )



The onverse of Proposition 5.2 appears in [13℄. We do not present it here sin e
its proof is more involved.
Let G be an X-embedded even-fa ed graph. We say that G is of even (odd) type
if the number of edges e with
P  (e) = 1 is even (odd). Thus the type of G has the
same parity as the integers e2E(G)  (e) and    . Sin e reorienting a fa e hanges
(e) for an even number of edges, the type of G is invariant under reorienting fa es
and edges of G. This lassi ation of G appears in several papers [1, 23, 26, 36℄, but
under several di erent, more geometri hara terizations. For example Ar hdea on
et al. [1℄ des ribe the type of G as being the `parity of the length of a ir uit
in G with the property that utting the surfa e along it results in an orientable
surfa e.' Alternatively, Mohar and Seymour [23℄ show that the type of G an also
be expressed as the parity of the number of `odd ross aps' in X = Ng , where a
ross ap in X = Ng is even or odd a ording to the length of a ir uit separating
that ross ap from all the others. We do not use either of these de nitions here
sin e the ir uits they refer to may not exist if G has small edge-width.
Lemma 5.3. Let G be an even-fa ed embedded graph with maximum fa e length 2r .
The following are equivalent:
(a) G is of even type.
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(b) The edges of G an be reoriented so that ea h boundary walk has exa tly
half of its edges oriented in ea h dire tion.

( ) Some (and thus every) Euler tour of G is a twosided losed walk.
(d) lo (G) = 2.
(e) lo (G) < 2 + 2=(r 1).
Proof. We prove (b) ) (a) ) ( ) ) (b) ) (d) ) (e) ) (b). Consider the equation
X

X

he; Ri = 2

R2F (G) e2E (G)

X

e2E (G)

 (e)

(5.3)

By the de nitions, G is of even type if and only if the right hand side of (5.3) is
divisible by 4. We re all that reversing some edges of G does not hange its type.
If (b) holds then the left hand side of (5.3) vanishes for some edge-reorientation
of G, when e G has even type. Thus (b) implies (a). It is immediate from the
de nitions and the fa t G is Eulerian that (a) implies ( ). Suppose ( ) holds. Let
R0 ; e1 ; R1 ; e2 ; : : : ; ek ; Rk be the dual walk of G orresponding to an Euler tour in
G . For i = 2; 3; : : : ; k we reorient ei so that ei and ei 1 are oppositely oriented
relative to Ri . Then ea h fa e ex ept possibly R0 = Rk has equal numbers of
edges oriented in ea h dire
P tion. Thus all the terms in the left hand side of (5.3)
vanish ex ept, possibly, e2E(G) he; R0 i. By onstru tion, this sum has magnitude
at most 2, yet it is divisible by 4, so it equals zero. Thus ( ) implies (b).
If (b) holds, then the fun tion   1 is a lo al 2-tension for this edge-reorientation
of G, so (b) implies (d). Trivially (d) implies (e). Finally, suppose that (b) is false.
Then, in view of (5.1), for every edge-reorientation of G there exists a fa e boundary
walk W of length 2k with imbalan e at least 2k=(k 1). Sin e k  r, this implies
imbalG (W )  2 + 2=(r 1). Applying Lemma 5.2, we have lo (G)  2 + 2=(r 1).
Thus (e) implies (b).

Remark 5.4.

(1) If embeddings of graphs are represented ombinatorially by rotation systems
and signatures [24℄, then statement ( ) is equivalent to the dual G having
an odd number of edges with negative signature.
(2) Suppose G is even-fa ed of odd type. Then every surfa e subgraph G0 of G is
also even-fa ed of odd type. (This follows from the rule that a loop in ident
with only one fa e may not be deleted in a surfa e minor.) If additionally, G0
has maximum fa e length 2r0 < 2r. Then the bound  (G)  2 + 2=(r 1)
given by part (e) an be improved to  (G)   (G0 )  2 + 2=(r0 1). It
follows that Lemma 5.3 holds true with the weaker hypothesis that some
surfa e subgraph of G has maximum fa e length 2r.
(3) More an be said about  (G) and lo (G) in ase jGj is the proje tive
plane. In parti ular, the strengthened version of the previous remark gives
an exa t formula for  (G) in this ase ( f. Example 6.8).

Next we shall lassify lo ally 3- olorable triangulations. Let G be a triangulation
of a surfa e X. We say that G is of even type if for every losed dual walk ! =
R0 ; e1 ; R1 ; : : : ; ek ; R0 , the number of indi es i (1  i  k) with (ei ) = 1 is even. A
triangulation is of odd type if it is not of even type. Reversing a fa e of G hanges
(ei ) for an even number of indi es i, so the type of G does not depend on fa e or
edge orientations.
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Let G be a triangulation of some surfa e, su h that G has no surfa eseparating loops. The following are equivalent:
(a) G is of even type.
(b) The fa es of G an be reoriented so that (e) = 1 for every e 2 E (G).
( ) Every twosided losed walk in G has even length and every onesided losed
walk in G has odd length.
(d) lo (G) = 3.
(e) lo (G) < 4.

Lemma 5.5.

) ( ) ) (a) ) (b) ) (d) ) (e) ) (b). We observe
that property ( ) is invariant under reorienting fa es of G. It follows immediately
that (b) implies ( ). Suppose now that ( ) holds. Then for any losed dual walk
R0 ; e1 ; R1 ; : : : ; ek ; R0 , the number of indi es i for whi h (ei ) = 1 has the same
parity as k. Thus the number of indi es i for whi h (ei ) = 1 equals k jfi j
(ei ) = 1gj, whi h is even. Thus ( ) implies (a). Suppose (a) holds. Choose a fa e
R 2 F (G), and let X be the set of fa es Q 2 F (G) su h that there exists a dual walk
R0 ; e1 ; R1 ; : : : ; ek ; Rk with R0 = R, Rk = Q, and with jfi j 1  i  k; (ei ) = 1gj
odd. Let Y = F (G) n X . Sin e no losed dual walk has an odd number of edges e
with (e) = 1, it follows that an edge e 2 E (G) has (e) = 1 if and only if e is
in ident with one fa e in X and one fa e in Y . Thus, the orientation obtained by
reversing the fa es in X satis es (b).
Suppose (b) holds. If G is the dual graph, then G is ubi . Sin e G has no
surfa e separating loops, G is 2-edge- onne ted. It follows from Petersen's theorem
that there exists a perfe t mat hing M  E (G ). Let M 0 be the orresponding set
of edges in G. Condition (b) implies  (e) = 1 for e 2 E (G). Therefore the map
 : E (G) ! R given by the rule

e 2 M0
(e) = 2 ((ee)) ifotherwise
Proof. We prove that (b)

is a lo al 3-tension. Thus (b) implies (d). Trivially we have (d) implies (e). Finally,
suppose that (e) is true. By Lemma 5.2, there is an edge-reorientation G0 of G
su h that every homologi ally trivial losed walk in G0 has imbalan e less than 4.
In parti ular, ea h boundary walk has at least one edge in ea h dire tion. Let G00
be obtained from G by reorienting fa es in su h a way that ea h boundary walk
has exa tly two forward edges with respe t to G0 . We laim that G00 satis es (b).
If (e) = 1 for some e 2 E (G00 ), then e must bound two distin t fa es. One easily
he ks that the boundary of the union of these fa es is a homologi ally trivial walk of
length 4 whose imbalan e in G0 equals 4, a ontradi tion. Thus (e) implies (b). 
Remark 5.6. If we wish to allow surfa e-separating loops in Lemma 5.5, then the

theorem is false unless we append the phrase, \and G has a perfe t mat hing" to
ea h of the onditions (a), (b) and ( ). This perfe t mat hing is used in proving
(b) ) (d). Conversely, in the proof of (e) ) (b), a perfe t mat hing of G an be
re overed by sele ting from ea h fa e R the unique edge in G0 whi h is ba kward
with respe t to the orientation of R in G00 . The smallest triangulation with loops
whi h satis es (b) but not (d) is the graph G0 having one vertex and six loops
embedded on N3 in su h a way that G0 is the 3-regular graph obtained from K1;3
by adding three loops. With this remark in mind, it may be te hni ally more
a urate to add the perfe t mat hing ondition in the de nition of `even type'.
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We have to make two observations on erning the hara terizations of Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5. First, if X is orientable, then every X-embedded even-fa ed graph
is of even type. This is false for triangulations; a single odd-degree vertex already
implies the type is odd. Furthermore, Eulerian triangulations of both types exist
on any surfa e di erent from the sphere. A triangulation of an orientable surfa e
is of even type if and only if its dual graph G is bipartite. It is easy to he k if
a given even-fa ed graph (respe tively, a triangulation) is of even or odd type. To
determine the type of an even-fa ed embedded graph, one needs only perform a
single parity he k involving all of its edges, by Lemma 5.3( ). For a triangulation,
one has to onsider the dual graph G . First of all, we subdivide every edge e of G
whose signature is negative (i.e., (e) = 1). If H is the resulting graph, then G is
of even type if and only if H is bipartite. This follows easily from Lemma 5.5( ).
Proof of Theorem 1.2: This follows from parts (a), (d) and (e) of Lemma 5.3.
and from parts (a), (d) and (e) of Lemma 5.5.
2

6. Examples
In this se tion we present several examples and spe ial ases whi h are relevant
to this paper. Most of these examples are not new. However their study has
hitherto been on ned to the invariants (G) and d (G)e. Example 6.1 is lassi .
Variations and spe ial ases of Exaples 6.2 and 6.5 appear in [1, 17, 18, 23, 36℄.
Example 6.7 is due to Fisk [7℄, and Theorem 6.9 is due to Goddyn [11℄. Example 6.4
and Theorem 6.6 are new to our knowledge.
Example 6.1. There is an embedding K of K6 with edge-width 3 on the proje tive
plane. The dual K  is Petersen's graph. By Corollary 3.3 and the well known
fa t that  (Kn ) = n, we have lo (K ) =  (K ) = 6, whereas  (K  ) = 5. This
example shows that no improvement is possible in onje tures of Bou het and DeVos
regarding lo , as dis ussed after Conje ture 2.1.
Example 6.2. For any nonorientable surfa e X, there exist 3- onne ted quadrangulations Q and hexangulations H of odd type and arbitrarily large edge-width whi h
satisfy  (Q)  lo (Q)  4,  (H )  lo (H )  3, and  (Q ) =  (H  ) = 2.
To onstru t su h examples, we pro eed as follows. By pat hing together square
or hexagonal grids appropriately, and then subdividing edges if desired, it is not
diÆ ult to onstru t even-fa ed embedded graphs of odd type with additional properties. We omit a proof of the following.
Proposition 6.3. For every integer r  1 and every nonorientable surfa e X, there
exists an even-fa ed X-embedded graph Gr of odd type and arbitrarily large edgewidth, su h that every shortest ir uit bounds a fa e of length 2r. Furthermore, Gr
is 3- onne ted if r 2 f2; 3g.
By Lemma 5.3(e), we have  (Gr )  lo (Gr )  2 + 2=(r 1). In fa t we have
that  (Gr ) = 2 + 2=(r 1) provided the edge-width is large enough, but we do not
prove this here. If, additionally, we have 2r 2 f4; 6g, then the upper bounds in parts
(b) and (d) of Theorem 2.2 imply that (Gr ) =  (Gr ) = lo (Gr ) = 2 + 2=(r 1).
Therefore one an not improve the bounds in parts (b), ( ) and (d) of that Theorem.
Example 6.4. This example shows that Theorem 4.1 is false without the assumption that  2 L+ (G; ). Let G be an even-fa ed embedded graph of odd type and
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maximum fa e length 2r. The onstant fun tion (e)  1=2 is learly a lo al O tension where O = R=Z, but  is not strong sin e    = 1=2. By Theorem 1.2(a)
we have  (G)  2r=(r 1). Thus by Proposition 4.7 every O -tension 0 satis es
1
1 1:
min k0 (e)k 
 (G) 2 2r
e2E (G)


Thus the on lusion of Theorem 4.1 fails when Q is the k-part 2k1 ; 21k of O , for
any k > r.
Example 6.5. Hut hinson et al. [18℄ proved that the graph obtained from a nonbipartite quadrangulation of the proje tive plane by adding a new vertex in every
fa e adja ent to all four verti es on the boundary has hromati number at least 5.
This property extends to the ir ular hromati number, and examples exist on all
nonorientable surfa es.
Theorem 6.6. Let G be an odd type quadrangulation of some surfa e. Let H be
obtained from G by adding a new vertex in ea h fa e adja ent to all four verti es
on the boundary. Then (H )   (H )  lo (H )  5.
Proof. Let H 0 be an arbitrary edge-reorientation of H , and let G0 denote the subgraph of H 0 orresponding to G. By Lemma 5.3(b) there is a fa e R of G0 whose
boundary walk W satis es imbalG0 (W )  4. Consider now the subgraph of H 0
onsisting of W together with the vertex added in R and all of its in ident edges.
It is easy to verify that H 0 ontains another walk W 0 with imbalH 0 (W 0 )  5. The
walk W 0 is homologi ally trivial. Therefore lo (H )  5 by Proposition 5.2.

If, additionally, H has high edge-width, then Theorem 2.2(a) implies that (H ) =
 (H ) = lo (H ) = 5. Therefore, this upper bound is best possible in a strong
sense.
Example 6.7. The following examples show that for every surfa e X di erent from
the sphere there exist 5- onne ted triangulations F of odd type and arbitrarily large
edge-width whi h satisfy  (F  ) = 3 and  (F ) > 4. It seems likely that when X
is orientable we have 4 = lo (F ) <  (F ) < 4 + " where " approa hes zero as
edge-width in reases. Fisk [7℄ showed that any triangulation G with exa tly two
odd-degree verti es satis es  (G) > 4 provided the two verti es are adja ent. Su h
Fisk triangulations exist of arbitrary edge-width on every surfa e ex ept the sphere
( f., e.g., [33℄). We suspe t that Fisk triangulations G of orientable surfa es usually satisfy lo (G) = 4. This is a spe ial ase of Grunbaum's Conje ture 2.1(b).
By Theorem 1.1 this would imply that  (G) is vanishingly lose to 4 for high
edge-width Fisk triangulations of orientable surfa es. In summary, Fisk triangulations have the advantage over Example 6.5 of existing on orientable surfa es (other
than the sphere), but the disadvantage of having a smaller lo al ir ular hromati
number.
Example 6.8. There are several improvements to results in this paper in the ase
when G is embedded in the proje tive plane. First, su h embedded graphs satisfy
 (G) = lo (G) by Corollary 3.3. This allows one to set " = 0 in the statements
of Theorems 1.1, 1.3, and 4.1.
Se ond, a ir uit in G is non ontra tible in N 1 if and only if it is semifa ial.
Consequently, if G is a triangulation of N 1 , then G is of even type if and only if
its dual G is even-fa ed of odd type. This statement is false on any other surfa e.
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Additionally, an even-fa ed N 1 -embedded graph has even type if and only if it is
bipartite.
Third, the homotopy group of N 1 is Z=2Z. This makes it possible to lassify the
ir uits of G and apply the Minty formula, Theorem 5.1. In this way Goddyn [11℄
has derived an exa t formula for even-fa ed graphs on N 1 .
Let G be a loopless even-fa ed N 1 -embedded graph. Then either
 (G) = 2 or  (G) = 2 + 2=(r 1) where r is the smallest integer su h that some
surfa e subgraph has maximum fa e length 2r.
Theorem 6.9.

For example, a proje tive planar even-fa ed graph G has  (G) = 4 if and only
if it is loopless, nonbipartite and ontains a quadrangulation of N 1 as a surfa e
subgraph. Similarly,  (G) = 3 if and only if G is loopless, nonbipartite, ontains
no quadrangulation, but ontains a surfa e subgraph with all fa es of length 4
or 6. Otherwise,  (G)  8=3. Any hexangulation H of N 1 satis es  (H ) 2
f2; 3; 4; 1g, and every quadrangulation Q of N 1 satis es  (Q) 2 f2; 4; 1g. The
latter result strengthens that of Youngs [36℄, whi h onsiders only (Q). Gimbel and
Thomassen [10℄ have proved a related result that holds for embedded graphs whi h
are not even-fa ed: a loopless N 1 -embedded graph with no ontra tible triangles
satis es  (G)  3 if and only if it ontains no nonbipartite quadrangulation as a
surfa e subgraph.
One appli ation regards the well-known My ielski transformation [25℄, whi h
onstru ts, from any simple graph G, a new graph (G) having the same lique
number as G, but ((G)) = (G) + 1. For any odd ir uit C2k+1 , the graph
(C2k+1 ) embeds on N 1 as a quadrangulation of odd type. Our results imply
that  ((C2k+1 )) = 4 even though  (C2k+1 ) = 2 + 1=k. This result already
appears in [4℄. Let us remark that a similar statement also holds for the `generalized
My ielski onstru tion', a variation whi h whi h has re ently gained attention with
regard to graph homomorphisms [30℄.
7. Bordered surfa es
It is possible to de ne embeddings of graphs in bordered surfa es. We shall
refrain from giving a formal de nition here. For our purpose, a bordered surfa e
embedding an be obtained from an embedding of a graph G in a losed surfa e by
removing (the interiors of) some of the fa es. The boundaries of the removed fa es
are then alled the boundary omponents of the resulting bordered surfa e. We do
not require that the boundary omponents be disjoint.
We de ne the edge-width of a graph embedded in a bordered surfa e as the
length of a shortest non ontra tible ir uit in G. Observe that the ir uits on the
boundary are non ontra tible ex ept when the surfa e is the disk (sphere with one
boundary omponent).
Let G be a graph embedded in a bordered surfa e X with boundary omponents
Q1; : : : ; Qr . Let G~ be the graph embedded in a ( losed) surfa e Xe whi h is obtained
as follows. First, we add a himney to every boundary omponent Qi (1  i  r)
and denote by Q0i the new boundary omponent obtained this way. Now, we take
two opies of the resulting graph and identify ea h boundary omponent Q0i in the
rst opy with the orresponding boundary omponent in the se ond opy. Then
e is equal to the edge-width of G in X.
it is easy to see that the edge-width of G~ in X
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Moreover, every (lo al) tension in G determines a (lo al) tension in G~ , and vi e
versa. We leave the details to the reader.
The above remarks show that the results of this paper an also be formulated
for graphs on bordered surfa es. As an example, we state analogues of Theorem 1.1
and Corollary 1.3(a).
Theorem 7.1. Let X be a bordered surfa e and let " > 0. There exists an integer M
so that every graph G embedded in X with edge-width at least M satis es
lo (G)   (G)  lo (G) + ":
For every xed bordered surfa e X and every " > 0, there exists an
integer M su h that for every even-fa ed X-embedded graph G with maximum fa e
length 2r and with edge-width at least M ,

Corollary 7.2.

 (G) 2 [2; 2 + "℄ [ [2 + 2=(r 1); 4℄:
Let us further remark, for example, that Corollary 7.2 an be applied to graphs
in losed surfa es whose fa es are of even length ex ept for a bounded number of
fa es of large odd length, whi h one an remove to get an even-fa ed embedding in
a bordered surfa e.
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